Digital Policing NOW!
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Proximity
Contextual Communications, Cross Border Data
Sharing & Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation Tools
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Digital Policing 2018 – The Fourth Musketeer
Policing has been attempting to play catch-up since
1829 and Sir Robert Peel’s Peelian Principles, which
still stand today, but with the necessary ability with
created crime fighting technology.
Crime fighting is just that, Alexander Dumas, wrote
the ‘Three Musketeers’ who fought against evil.
Then came the Fourth Musketeer, who improved the
original core for fighting evil on all fronts. That today
is CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk
Solution Partner. Not only the Accurint Suite of public safety software, databases,
with a direct connection to over 65 billion current public records, detecting fraud, verify
identities and conducting investigations through cross-border criminal databases.
Enabling public safety to have the necessary crimefighting tools at their fingertips with Mobile App
connectivity, proximity contextual communications
and now, enhanced Recognizer Technology CCTV
investigations tools which have dramatically brought
investigation time frames into perspective. Enabling
the capabilities to capture, review, identify and
produce for the investigation team, results, in what
is now a time warp speed, like nobody ever
envisaged would be available. Allowing time to
literally stand still compared to what you are using
today with increased success, reducing costs and
invigorating investigations teams.
CCTV is now front and center in regard to
evidence availability, private security of
buildings, commercial operations, residential
neighborhoods and everyone now carries a
Smartphone. Different capture devices with
differing formats, which drive Crime Scene
Investigators crazy. That is, until now, times
have radically changed and will continue to do
so in the capabilities of capture and review.
http://www.commsmartglobalgroup.com
Email: connect2us@commsmartglobalgroup.com
Telephone: USA: +1 (515) 200-7068 or (330) 366-6860
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It starts with the immediacy of CCTV data capture and our unique Global Partnership:
The unique handheld device – Midas Response
Daetech Systems (UK) Ltd research and develop bespoke evidence
retrieval, evidence processing and intelligence gathering solutions for Law
Enforcement, Military, and Government Agencies
Human Observers, the ability to pick a face out of a crowd - Super
Recognisers International. In London alone it is estimated there is one
CCTV camera for every fourteen people. Surveillance technology is
continually advancing and can be utilized to deliver clearer video imagery
containing footage of crimes and missing persons. We have combined
Super Recognisers, members of our team with the skill to identify people
from CCTV images, along with experienced investigators, to form Super
Recognisers International (SRI); the forefront of CCTV investigation.
CommSmart Global Group is the enablers that have encapsulated all, with
the analytics, professional understanding, coaching and certification of
these fine dramatic crime solving changes.
Digital Policing Created For NOW!
CCTV investigations have been time-consuming
and eat away at the budgets which have been
depleting continuously.
At long last, there is a solution which is proven
already in Europe and beyond. It is our
collective logical knowledge and sharing
attributes that bring you the answers that you
desperately require.
Let us converse, that simple, we know what it
is costing you now, let us reduce the overall
costs, expand the capabilities of officers and
reduce crime which is demanded by all.
Contact Us.
Telephone: U.S.A: (515) 200.7068 or (330) 366-6860
www.commsmartglobalgroup.com

U.K.: 0207 1019247

www.recognizers.technology www.proxcomm.technology
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